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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to determine the variables of high importance affecting the
mathematics achievement of the students of 12 Asia-Pacific countries participating in the Program
for International Student Assessment (PISA) 2018. For this purpose, we used random forest (RF),
logistic regression (LR) and support vector machine (SVM) models to classify student achievement
in mathematics. The variables affecting the student achievement in mathematics were examined
by the feature importance method. We observed that the variables with the highest importance for
all of the 12 Asia-Pacific countries we considered are the educational status of the parents, having
access to educational resources, age, the time allocated to weekly lessons, and the age of starting
kindergarten. Then we applied two different clustering analysis by using the variable importance
values and socio-economic variables of these countries. We observed that Korea, Japan and Taipei
form one group of Asia-Pacific countries, while Thailand, China, Indonesia, and Malaysia form
another meaningful group in both clustering analyses. The results we obtained strongly suggest that
there is a quantifiable relationship between the educational attainment and socio-economic levels of
these 12 Asia-Pacific countries.
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1. Introduction

Data mining is a multidisciplinary field in which various methods and algorithms are
applied to discover hidden patterns among large data sets, and to extract new information
and meaningful conclusions. There is also an increasing interest in the use of data mining
methods to investigate questions in education research [1–6]. Educational data mining
(EDM) is an expanding research area in which data mining methods are applied to develop
novel analysis methods to extract actionable information from large data sets coming from
the educational domain [7].

EDM research aims to provide a comprehensive computational methodology in many
areas of educational research, such as predicting student behavior, identifying important
factors affecting their success, bringing new data-based approaches to a wide range of
learning theories and education policies, or making socio-cultural and socio-economic
inferences [8–10]. An important example of such an approach is [11], where the authors
conducted a comprehensive literature review of the EDM research between 1995 and 2005
and concluded that EDM can be used as an effective tool for testing educational data,
generating hypotheses, and improving student performance. Similarly, in Refs. [12–14],
extensive literature reviews of the EDM research were conducted. Another such example is
Refs. [15–17], where the authors investigated classical machine learning techniques, such
as prediction, clustering, and relation mining, on educational data.
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The data used in EDM applications can be obtained from different educational envi-
ronments. National and international large-scale assessments that countries participate in
are frequently used for this purpose. Countries participate in these assessments to measure
and compare their academic performance in order to assess their quality of education and
to guide their education policies.

An important example of such an international evaluation is the Program for Inter-
national Student Assessment (PISA) conducted by the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). PISA is a comprehensive educational assessment
survey applied in mathematics, science literacy, and reading skills of students aged 15 years.
First organized in 2000, PISA continues to be held every three years [18], PISA 2021 was
postponed to 2022 due to the COVID-19 pandemic [19]. Apart from collecting data on
the cognitive abilities of the students, the PISA exam aims to collect data about students’
motivations, self-assessments, learning styles, school environments and families. The
collected data are important in determining the factors related to the academic achievement
of the students [20].

The data set used in this research belongs to the PISA 2018 assessment. The report for
this assessment was published by the OECD in 2019 [21]. The main purpose of this study is
to use data mining techniques to investigate the socio-economic and demographic factors
that affect the student achievement in mathematics in the PISA 2018 assessment, and to
give a data-based investigation of relationships between PISA scores of the countries, and
their socio-economic levels.

The main contributions of this research are listed as follows:

• In this study, we compared three EDM algorithms (LR, RF and SVM) in their perfor-
mance in predicting the PISA 2018 mathematical achievement for each of the Asia-
pacific countries. Then, through these models, we determined the important variables
affecting the PISA 2018 mathematics achievement for each of the twelve Asia-Pacific
countries we considered in this study. Determining these variables reveals which
variables should be focused on in order to increase the mathematics achievement of
the countries.

• We clustered Asia-Pacific countries separately using PISA 2018 mathematics achieve-
ment and socio-economic features of these countries. We examined the similarities
and differences between these two clusters and to test whether a relationship between
the PISA 2018 results and the socio-economic levels of the countries can be found.

2. Related Works

EDM applies data mining methods on educational data in order to examine, analyze,
and assess existing educational methods. EDM methods can be used in educational
research on data coming from educational environments from different disciplines, and
for different purposes. For example, EDM methods can be used to classify, predict, and
cluster educational data. Such an example is [11], in which authors analyzed the suitability
of different classification methods for widely used educational data, such as decision
trees, Bayesian networks, neural networks, K-nearest neighbor classifiers, support vector
machines (SVMs) and different types of regression-based techniques. According to [22],
artificial neural networks, random forest (RF), SVM, regression trees and logistic regression
(LR) are the most popular methods for classification used in EDM.

In the EDM literature, these classification and clustering methods are frequently
used on large data sets obtained from national and international evaluations [23–25]. For
example, in [10], the author used CART, RF and SVM algorithms to predict proficiency
levels in science literacy (low or high) of the students who participated in the PISA 2015. In
the study, the author built various classification models and then compared the performance
of these models. The author concluded that the RF model was the best-performing model.
Using the PISA 2012 Turkey data in [26], researchers used a logistic regression model to
determine the students’ interest in mathematics, their learning skills, their attitude toward
the lessons, and their achievements against the educational level of their parents.
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There are also studies that incorporate exogenous socio-economic data. The factors
affecting the achievement of students have been widely studied for a long time [27]. For
example, in [28], the authors suggest that personal factors play a more important role in
explaining academic achievement than social, familial or school-related factors using EDM
methods. In a similar study that also uses exogenous data [29], the authors estimated the
academic achievement of students using 16 different demographic characteristics, such
as age, gender, class attendance, internet access, computer ownership and the number of
courses taken. Authors modeled the student performance using RF, LR, k-nearest neighbors
and SVM. In [30] authors used RF, naive Bayes (NB), multi-layer perceptron, and SVM to
predict the students’ achievement levels. The authors compared the accuracy levels of the
classification algorithms they used to determine the best classifier.

The EDM literature has many different types of research on PISA data. For example,
in [31], the PISA 2000 data from 41 countries is studied to determine the variables affecting
the student achievement in mathematics. The study concludes that students with higher
socio-economic status, educational resources at home, and strong family support have
higher mathematics achievement scores. In [32], researchers compared the estimation
capabilities of different data mining methods on PISA 2015 mathematical literacy data. The
factors they identified as important in affecting mathematical literacy were the mother’s
education level and father’s education level. Contrary to the results of this research,
in [33,34] the researchers identified that the education level of the mother came before the
education level of the father in the ranking of the factors affecting student achievement.
On the other hand, in [35], the researchers aimed to determine the socioeconomic factors
associated with the students’ achievement in mathematics using national data 2009 ÖBBS
together with the PISA 2009 data. Researchers considered socio-economic factors at the
school- and student levels and concluded that the determining factors associated with
student achievement in mathematics were the educational status of the student’s father
and the educational resources that the student had. At the school level, it was found that
the educational development level of the city where the school is located is also related to
the student achievement in mathematics. In [36], the researchers used the random forest
algorithm to determine the factors that can best predict the reading success of Macau
students using PISA 2018 data. An integrative theoretical model was used that takes into
account the critical roles of 41 different demographic, personal, and social-contextual factors
in predicting reading achievement. In a different study [37] for PISA 2018, the researchers
used binary classification methods to identify the variables that best predicted reading
proficiencies of Filipino students. In [38], the researchers investigated the moderating
effect of gender on the relationship between academic achievement and parental emotional–
academic support. Similarly, [39] examines whether the effect of reading performance
on the mathematics performance, taking into account the gender and family social and
economic status background. Other studies [40–42] also concluded that there are important
socio-economic factors that affect student achievement, such as educational opportunities at
home, the socioeconomic level of the family, environmental factors, and learning–teaching
opportunities at school.

Clustering algorithms are frequently used data mining techniques in EDM [43]. These
studies generally aim to determine the best clustering models for students, schools, or
countries according to the similarities in the student achievement levels or socio-economic
characteristics of the countries. For example, in [44], using multivariate linear regression
model and clustering analysis, researchers investigated whether there is a quantifiable
relationship between PISA 2015 results from 71 countries and the socio-economic indicators
of these countries. The study concluded that the GDP-PPP and the government expenditure
per capita on primary education are the determining factors on the student achievement in
PISA 2015 exam.

Similarly, in [45–47] the researchers applied hierarchical clustering analysis to the
member countries of the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) using socio-economic
indicators, such as the income level and the university enrollment rate, and the schooling
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rate. On the other hand, in [48], researchers applied hierarchical clustering analysis by using
economic freedom indexes on Eastern European countries. A similar clustering analysis
of the OECD member countries was carried out in [49] using K-means and hierarchical
clustering on the 2011 freedom index data. On the education side, in [50], the researchers
investigated how the OECD and the other participating countries are clustered using the
PISA 2012 data and used a hierarchical clustering model to reveal the similarities and
differences between the countries.

All the studies we mentioned above are aimed at contributing to the development
and execution of the educational policies of the participating countries. They aim to
achieve this goal by determining the main factors affecting the student achievement, and
to the provision of solutions for useful educational strategies. However, it seems that
many studies have focused on either a limited number of variables or a limited number of
EDM methods.

In this research, we study the student achievements in mathematics of the Asia-
Pacific countries participating in the PISA 2018 evaluation using certain EDM algorithms.
The main goal of this research is to determine the important features that affect student
achievement in mathematics using the LR, RF, and SVM models on both the PISA data and
exogenous socio-economic and demographic data on the Asia-Pacific countries. We are
also going to cluster these countries using the PISA 2018 student achievement data, and
the exogenous socio-economic and demographic data separately, and then compare these
clusters. By comparing the two different clustering analyses, we aim to determine whether
there is a relationship between the student achievement levels of the countries and their
socio-economic levels.

3. Materials and Methods

In this study, we use two different data sets belonging to the 12 Asia-Pacific countries
in the OECD. These countries are Brunei Darussalam, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea,
Macao, Malaysia, Philippines, China, Singapore, Thailand, and Chinese Taipei. The large-
scale educational data set used to conduct clustering and classification analyses includes the
mathematics test results of students from the 12 Asia-Pacific countries participating in the
PISA 2018 assessment, and the self-reported survey data from the same assessment. This
is an open access data set published by the OECD [51]. The socio-economic development
data that we used for our clustering analysis consists of the gross domestic product per
capita (GDP-PPP), Human Development Index (HDI), Gender Inequality Index (GII) and
economic freedom (EF) for the year 2018. The data for 2018 were obtained from the data
published by the World Bank [52], The Heritage Foundation [53] and Human Development
Index Database [54,55].

3.1. Data
3.1.1. PISA Data

PISA is an international assessment conducted by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) that evaluates the knowledge and skills of 15-year-
old students in reading, mathematics, and science. It aims to reveal students’ desire to learn,
their attitudes and concerns toward lessons, and their preferences in learning environments,
as well as the knowledge and skills they learn at school. This assessment, which was first
implemented in 2000, was organized every three years. The PISA 2018 assessment is taken
by approximately 612,000 students from 79 countries. The assessment consists of two main
parts: A knowledge test and a questionnaire that collects data on socio-economic factors,
demographic characteristics, learning environments and learning approaches.

OECD uses a two-stage sampling method in PISA applications. In the first stage,
schools in the country are selected with the systematic proportional probability sampling
procedure. In the second stage, students who can participate in the application at the
determined schools are listed and randomly selected.
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The data of this research are taken from the publicly available PISA 2018 data on the
OECD website [51]. The data set was created by combining the 10 PV values, which are
the representative success scores of the PISA 2018 Mathematical literacy test of students
from 12 Asia-Pacific countries, and the socio-economic and demographic variables of the
questionnaires applied to the students. The descriptive information of the data set used is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. PISA data description.

Country Total Student Female Male

Brunei Darussalam (BRN) 5374 2654 2720
Hong Kong (HKG) 5659 2786 2873
Indonesia (IDN) 12,023 6198 5825
Japan (JPN) 6054 3088 2966
Korea (KOR) 6636 3185 3451
Macao (MAC) 3769 1860 1909
Malaysia (MYS) 6036 3088 2948
Philippines (PHL) 7118 3806 3312
B-S-J-Z China (QCI) 11,989 5740 6249
Singapore (SGP) 6556 3210 3346
Thailand (THA) 8511 4621 3890
Chinese Taipei (TAP) 7161 3581 3580

The purpose of large-scale assessments, such as PISA, is to determine the score indi-
viduals get rather than describing the performance of the population or subgroups within
it [56]. For this reason, test results are reported as plausible values (PVs) in large-scale tests.
PVs correspond to the distribution of abilities a student might have based on the students’
responses to the items. Using item response theory (IRT), 10 PVs are obtained by drawing
random values from the posterior probability distribution of ability values. It is stated that
since plausible values are not the individual scores of the students used in the traditional
sense, the use of the average of the plausible values makes more biased estimations than
the use of the average of the statistics obtained as a result of the analyses made with each of
these values; thus, they should not be used [57,58]. For this reason, 5 PVs were randomly
selected among 10 different PVs in the data set, and they were determined as the dependent
variable. The results were evaluated by making a separate analysis with each of them,
separately. The labels were assigned regarding each selected PV as being successful if it
was higher than the OECD mathematics achievement average (489) and unsuccessful if it
was lower. These labels were encoded as 0 and 1, respectively.

In Table 2, PVs, which are dependent variables, and features containing demographic
and socio-economic information used in this study are shown with their definitions and
variable codes in the PISA questionnaire.

3.1.2. Socio-Economic Data

A new data set was used in order to cluster the countries according to their socio-
economic levels. The variables representing the socio-economic levels in 2018 of the
countries in this data set were taken from the World Bank [52], The Heritage Foundation [53]
and the Human Development Index Database [54,55] and brought together for use in this
study. Definitions of the four features used in the analysis are given below, and their values
for corresponding countries are shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. The list of the variables used in this research.

Variable Description in Research PISA Survey Code

Age Age Age

Gender Gender ST004D01T

Mothers’ and fathers’ education level Mothers’ Education and
Fathers’ Education ST005Q01TA, ST007Q01TA

Mothers and Fathers’ qualifications by ISCED level Mother qualifications, Father
qualifications

ST006Q01TA, ST006Q02TA,
ST006Q03TA, ST008Q01TA,
ST008Q02TA, ST008Q03TA

How old were you when you started ISCED 0? ISCED0 ST125Q01NA

Mothers’ and Fathers’ Education (ISCED) MISCED, FISCED MISCED, FISCED

Highest Education of parents (ISCED) HISCED HISCED

In your home:

A desk to study at

Desk, Room, Quite Place, PC
for School, Edu Software,
Internet, Classic literature,

Books of poetry, Works of art,
Books for school, Technical

books, Dictionary, Art Books

ST011Q01TA, ST011Q02TA,
ST011Q03TA, ST011Q04TA,
ST011Q05TA, ST011Q06TA,
ST011Q07TA, ST011Q08TA,
ST011Q09TA, ST011Q10TA,
ST011Q11TA, ST011Q12TA,

ST011Q16NA

A room of your own
A quiet place to study
A computer you can use for
schoolwork
Educational software
A link to the Internet
Classic literature
Books of poetry
Works of art
Books to help with your
schoolwork
Technical reference books
A dictionary
Books on art, music, or design

How many in your home:

Televisions

TV, Cars, Bath, Smartphones,
Computers, Tablet, E-book,
Musical instruments, Books

ST012Q01TA, ST012Q02TA,
ST012Q03TA, ST012Q05NA,
ST012Q06NA, ST012Q07NA,
ST012Q08NA, ST012Q09NA,

ST013Q01TA

Cars
Rooms with a bath or shower
Smartphones
Computers
Tablet computers
E-book readers
Musical instruments
Books

Thinking about (this academic
year):

My parents support my
educational efforts and
achievements. Support achievements,

Support difficulties,
Encourage.

ST123Q02NA, ST123Q03NA,
ST123Q04NA

My parents support me when
I am facing difficulties at
school.
My parents encourage me to
be confident.

Typically required to attend:
Number of class periods per
week in:

Test language lessons PerWeek_TLanguage,
PerWeek_Math,

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_FLanguage

ST059Q01TA, ST059Q02TA,
ST059Q03TA, ST059Q04HA

Mathematics
Science
Foreign language

Plausible Values in Global Competency PV1SCIE-PV10SCIE PV1SCIE-PV10SCIE

Response Variable

Mathematics Achievement RS1-RS5 Randomly selected 5 PVs
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Table 3. Socio-economic indexes.

Country GDP PPP
(Per Capita)

Economic
Freedom

Human
Development
Index (HDI)

Gender
Inequality

(GII)

Brunei Darussalam (BRN) 61,831 64.2 0.83 0.255

Hong Kong (HKG) 62,513 90.2 0.949 0.466

Indonesia (IDN) 11,643 64.2 0.71 0.453

Japan (JPN) 42,116 72.3 0.923 0.466

Korea (KOR) 43,044 73.8 0.919 0.087

Macao (MAC) 135,535 70.9 0.922 0.466

Malaysia (MYS) 28,236 74.5 0.807 0.225

Philippines (PHL) 8719 65 0.71 0.422

B-S-J-Z China (QCI) 15,495 57.8 0.755 0.206

Singapore (SGP) 100,686 88.8 0.94 0.049

Thailand (THA) 18,533 67.1 0.795 0.405

Chinese Taipei (TAP) 51,011 76.6 0.916 0.466

• Gross Domestic Product per Capita (GDP-PPP): GDP is used to determine the average
living standards of nations and for measuring their economic well-being [59]. GDP is
obtained by dividing the GDP by the population of the country. Purchasing power
parity (PPP) is a measure to compare the value of money in different countries by
accounting for differences in the cost of living and inflation rates between them. PPP
can be used to convert one country’s economic statistics, such as GDP or income,
into a common currency to facilitate cross-country comparisons. GDP adjusted by
purchasing power parity (PPP) accounts for the variations in the cost of living between
countries and reflects the actual value of goods and services produced in a particular
country [60].

• Economic Freedom Index: Economic freedom refers to the economic activities of each
individual without the interference of government and other individuals. Economic
freedom is also an important determinant of growth, efficiency, and welfare [61]. In
the index prepared by the Heritage Foundation, 12 sub-components were analyzed
under four main titles [62].

• Gender Inequality (GII): The Gender Inequality Index measures gender inequality.
Published by the United Nations Development Program, it is a composite measure
that uses the three dimensions of gender inequality: empowerment, economic activity,
and reproductive health. It ranges from 0, where men and women are equal, to 1,
where inequality is greatest [63].

• Human Development Index (HDI): The human development index aims to compare
the welfare and relative development of nations by bringing together indicators related
to income, education and living standards, such as the average literacy rate of people
living in any country, per capita income, and life expectancy [64]. Index is calculated
by taking into account the features which are important in terms of economic and
social aspects, such as adult literacy rate, average life expectancy and GDP per capita
by purchasing parity.

The variables in the data showing the socio-economic levels of the countries have
a positive and significant correlation with each other, except for the GII. Although GII
is not correlated with other variables, it is an important variable that shows the level of
development of countries [65].
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3.2. Classification and Clustering Algorithms
3.2.1. Logistic Regression Classifier (LR)

The aim of LR is to achieve the best defining model between dependent and inde-
pendent variables as in the case of standard regression models [66]. The main difference
between the OLS regression and the LR is that OLS regression models a continuous re-
sponse variable while a LR models a binary categorical dependent variable. It is a highly
flexible model since the strict assumptions for the linear regression are not required for
the logistic regression case. The values for the response variable are mapped to the unit
interval [0, 1] via the sigmoid activation function. The classification then is performed by
evaluating the value of the output by setting a threshold. A class with a label 1 is assigned
if the output of the model is greater than the preset threshold, and 0 otherwise [67]. The
output probabilities of the LR are generally well-calibrated, and thus the output values can
be regarded safely as class probabilities.

The simplest binary logistic regression model is given by

p =
exp(a + βX)

1 + exp(a + βX)

where X is the independent, and y is the dependent variable. By applying the logit
transform, the function in the equation becomes linear:

logit = ln
[

p
1− p

]
= a + βX

Then using the maximum likelihood estimation method, unknown regression coeffi-
cients β,= (β, , β2, . . . , βk) are estimated.

3.2.2. Random Forest Classifier (RF)

The RF algorithm is an ensemble learning method used in both classification and
regression problems. It works by collecting and evaluating the predictions produced by
multiple decision trees. These decision trees are obtained independently of each other
using the bagging method. For a classification task, the prediction results of different
decision trees are collected, and the final decision is made for the class that obtains the most
votes [68]. In addition to the features used to construct the independent decision trees, the
data samples are randomly selected by combining bootstrapping and random subspace
methods [69].

3.2.3. Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM)

SVM is another supervised machine learning algorithm used for classification and
regression problems. The SVM method is a binary classification method based on statistical
learning theory and structural risk minimization [70]. Although it was originally developed
for the classification problem of linear data with two classes, it was later generalized for
multi-class and nonlinear problems.

The algorithm works by finding the optimal n-dimensional hyperplane that separates
the two different classes, without any prior assumption about the distribution of data. It
draws a boundary (hyper-plane) between two groups for classification, and this bound-
ary must be in the furthest position (maximum margin) from the members of the two
groups [71].

Let X be a training set of n examples expressing the feature vectors xi and class labels
yi:

X =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn), x ∈ Rd, y ∈ {−1,+1}

}
The optimal hyperplane can then be defined as

WxT + b = 0
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where x is the input feature vector, w is the weight vector, and b is the bias. The hyperplane
provides the following constraints for all elements of the training set:

WTxi + b ≥ +1, yi = +1WTxi + b ≤ −1, yi = −1

The purpose of the SVM is to determine the vector w and scalar b, which defines the
optimal hyperplane separating the data by maximizing margin [72]. There are two types of
SVM methods characterized according to the linear separation and non-separation of the
data set.

• Linear Support Vector Machine: This method tries to find an optimal hyperplane
whose limit is the maximum among the infinite number of hyperplanes that separate
samples in the input space.

• Non-Linear Support Vector Machine: Data that cannot be separated linearly are trans-
formed into a linearly separable form with the help of kernel functions. The purpose
of kernel functions is to extend the feature space to create nonlinear boundaries be-
tween classes.

3.2.4. Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm

Hierarchical clustering is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that clusters
data using a distance metric or a similarity measure. This clustering technique is divided
into two types with respect to their approach: (i) agglomerative hierarchical clustering
(bottom-up) and, (ii) divisive hierarchical clustering (top-down). In the agglomerative
approach, each data point is initially considered as a separate cluster. At each iteration,
similar clusters are combined with other clusters until one or K clusters are formed. In
the divisive approach, all data points are treated as a single cluster, and different subsets
are created by separating dissimilar data points from the cluster in each iteration until we
reach the desired number of clusters.

In hierarchical cluster algorithm, the similarity and distance calculations between data
are updated at each step. One can use different linkage methods in calculating the distances
between the clusters. The single, complete, average and Ward linkages are widely used
distance calculation methods [73].

A type of a tree diagram called a dendrogram is the most frequently used visualiza-
tion tool that provides an easy understanding of the results obtained by the hierarchical
clustering methods [74,75].

3.3. Feature Selection

Permutation feature importance (PFI) is a post-model analysis technique used to
measure the importance values of variables. It is useful both for linear and especially for
non-linear estimators. The method to estimate the importance value works as follows: the
feature whose feature importance is in question is randomly shuffled in the evaluation
set, and then the model is evaluated both with the shuffled and original data sets. If the
modified feature has a strong relationship with the dependent variable, it is observed
that the prediction error increases significantly, and the model score decreases [68]. This
technique takes advantage of being model agnostic and can be computed multiple times
with different permutations of the feature to estimate the error on the feature importance.
The pseudo-code version of the algorithm taken from [76] is given below:

• Inputs: trained model m, evaluation data set D (data not used in training the model).
• Calculate the reference score s of the model m on data D (for example the accuracy for

a classifier).
• For each feature j (column of D):

# For each repetition k in 1, ..., K:

� A new modified data set named Dk̃,j is created by randomly shuffling
column j in data set D.
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� Skj, score is calculated on model m for Dk̃,j modified data set.

# Importance ij for feature fi is defined as

ij = s− 1
K

K

∑
k=1

Skj

3.4. Metrics and Classification Criteria
3.4.1. Kullback–Leibler Divergence (KL Divergence)

KL divergence is statistical distance that is used to measure the difference between
two probability distributions on the same x variable. The measure is asymmetric in the
variables, and therefore, is not technically a distance measure. In information theory and
machine learning, it is referred to as the information gain or loss achieved by using an
alternative distribution Q instead of a distribution P [77]. KL divergence of the probability
distributions p(x) and q(x) on a random variable x is defined as

Dp‖q = ∑
x∈X

p(x)log
(

p(x)
q(x)

)
(1)

DKL(P ∨Q)) is a non-negative measure. DKL(P ∨Q) ≥ 0 and DKL if and only if P = Q.

3.4.2. Accuracy

Different metrics are used to evaluate the classification performance of machine learn-
ing methods. Accuracy is one of the metrics calculated by the ratio of number of correctly
classified data points by the model to the total number of data points of the whole data set.
This value is calculated using the confusion matrix, which compares the estimates of the
model and actual values [78]. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 4 below.

Accuracy(ACC) =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN

Table 4. Confusion matrix.

Predicted Condition

Actual
condition

True Positive-TP False Negative-FN

False Positive-FP True Negative-TN

3.4.3. Precision

Precision is the ratio of the number of positive instances that are correctly classified to
the total number of instances that are predicted as positive. It obtains a value in the range
[0, 1] [78]:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

3.4.4. Recall

Recall is the ratio of the correctly classified number of positive instances to the number
of all instances whose actual class is positive. Recall is also called the true positive rate.
Gets a value in the range [0, 1] [78]:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

3.4.5. F-Measure

The precision and recall criteria alone are not sufficient to draw a meaningful compari-
son result. For this reason, the F criterion, which evaluates the two criteria together, is used
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for more accurate and sensitive results. It is calculated by taking the harmonic average of
the precision and recall values. The F-criterion takes values between 0 and 1. A classifier
that makes correct predictions is expected to have an F-measure value close to 1 [78]:

F−Measure =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall

(2)

4. Application

In this research, we used data from the PISA 2018 cognitive tests from mathematics
literacy and student questionnaires of the 12 Asia Pacific countries and along with the
socio-economic data of these countries from World Bank. These countries are Brunei
Darussalam, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Macao, Malaysia, Philippines, China,
Singapore, Thailand, and Chinese Taipei. In this research, the opensource software Python
programming language was used to visualize and analyze the data [79]. Python has a large
number of libraries used for various applications, such as software development, data
science, and machine learning (ML). In our analyses, specifically, we used NumPy, pandas
and scikit-learn numerical data analysis libraries. Moreover, to compare dendrograms, we
used tools from the dendextend [80] packages of the R programming language [81]. The
flowchart of the steps to be performed in the application section is given in Figure 1.
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4.1. Pre-Processing

In the study, the data set was created by selecting the relevant features of 12 Asia-
Pacific countries from the raw data set of the PISA 2018 assessment. Initially, there are
89,541 samples in the created data set. The raw data need to be pre-processed before we
apply any machine learning model. Firstly, in this data set, if the value of any feature is
missing (i.e., empty), the data of the relevant student are dropped and not considered.
At the end of this process, 3% of the raw data set was dropped out, and 86,886 samples
remained. In addition, evaluations such as “Valid Skip”, “Not applicable”, “Invalid”, and
“No Response” were imputed by filling them with the mode for the relevant column.

The response feature mathematics achievement index was calculated using the plau-
sible values (PVs). Since PVs are treated as randomly sampled values from the student
achievement distribution, the mathematics achievement index was calculated by sampling
five values among 10 given PVs with replacement. Binary values for test results were
calculated for each of the sampled five PVs, encoding successful students with 1 and un-
successful ones with 0. A student was considered successful if the corresponding PV was
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greater than or equal to the OECD Mathematics average (489), and unsuccessful otherwise.
In the analysis, these values were used as dependent variables.

After assigning the class labels (successful/unsuccessful) for the data points, we
observed that the number of samples corresponding to different classes was significantly
different. In a classification problem, the training set is imbalanced when one class is
more heavily represented than the other. This problem has received much attention in
studies in the field of statistics and machine learning [82–87]. Various approaches try to
balance the class distribution in the training set by either up sampling the minority class or
down sampling the majority class. In order to achieve a balanced sampling, we used the
down-sampling approach. This approach randomly down samples the majority class to
equate the number of minority and majority class samples [88].

The final data set consists of both numerical and categorical features. The categorical
features were transformed into binary categorical features using one-hot encoding [89].
Numerical features were normalized by mapping them to the [0, 1] interval. This scaling is
necessary especially for the logistic regression model.

4.2. Classification

We used three machine learning methods: LR, RF, and SVM. Before we started building
models specific to each country, we split our data set into the train and the test data sets with
sizes 90% and 10% per country, respectively. Then we performed 5-fold cross validations on
the training data sets to find the best model by performing a hyper-parameter optimization
(a grid search) for each model and for each country. Five is a commonly used number of
folds and gives a good trade-off between speed and bias [90]. For LR models, we used the
“L2 penalty” function with the mixture parameter “C” chosen from the interval [–3, 3] for
the grid search. For SVM, we used RBF, linear and polynomial kernels for the grid search.

Next, we determined the accuracy of the models on each test data set for each country.
In order to remove the possible bias that splitting the data set into fixed training and test
sets would incur, we applied the same steps five times by creating different training and test
set combinations. We estimated the mean accuracy score using multiple test set variations
with the best models given by the grid search method.

Significant variables were determined using PFI [91]. PFI works by shuffling each
feature in the test data set. Then, we assess the model performance using the modified data
set. The change in the model performance gives a measure of the importance of the feature
in question. This method is independent of the type of the model and gives a numerical
estimate of the feature importance. The PFI scores for each feature were calculated multiple
times to obtain better statistical control.

Note that the determination of the best models, their accuracies, and the corresponding
importance scores is carried out using a single PV for each student. Using a single sampled
PV amounts to analyzing a single PISA 2018 exam. In order to obtain a better statistical
handling of the parameters and the accuracies, we randomly sampled PVs 5 different
times. This is analogous to performing a Monte Carlo simulation on the data set. The same
procedure was applied for all five PVs sampled (with replacement) from the given PV
distribution, as the reasoning explained in Section 3.1.1. Thus, we obtained 25 models (5 for
each PV), their accuracies and importance scores for each feature specific to each model for
each country.

4.3. Clustering of PISA Data

In the analysis, five different sets of feature importance values were obtained for
each country. They were combined together so that each country was represented with
a fixed-length feature vector. Initially there were five importance score lists obtained for
each PV of each country. Five different importance scores of each feature were summed
up, and their final importance scores were obtained. If a variable is not included in
the list of important features for that country, or if the importance score is negative, the
importance score of that variable is set to be zero. The final importance score vectors
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were normalized, and thus the sum of feature importances for a given country became 1.
These normalized feature importance vectors are represented as histograms and treated as
discrete probability distributions, where the feature names are the discrete states and the
feature importances are the probability mass values. Thus, pairwise similarities between
importances were calculated with KL divergence, which calculates the distance between
two probability distributions. The distance obtained by calculating the KL divergence
between the feature importance vectors of two countries was used as the similarity score
between these countries. A new feature vector was created for every country using the
pairwise KL divergence of a country with the all the rest of the countries. These final vectors
were used as new features to cluster the countries using hierarchical clustering method.
Clustering was used to understand the clustering of countries using the KL-divergence
similarities of feature importances given by the machine learning models. The results are
shown and analyzed in Section 5.

4.4. Clustering of Socio-Economic Data

The data set, which includes the socio-economic variables we used, was created based
on the variables that are most frequently used in the literature and are easily accessible from
public sources. This raw data set had to be processed before the analysis was performed. We
normalized the data set by using the min-max normalization by mapping each numerical
feature to the unit interval.

In order to group the countries, we used hierarchical clustering analysis with the Ward
linkage. This technique creates clusters by maximizing homogeneity between clusters [73].
After applying the cluster analysis, we used a dendrogram to visualize the results. In the
process, we created two hierarchical clustering models: one on the PISA data, and the other
on the socio-economic data. We then used a tanglegram to compare the cluster groups.

5. Results
5.1. Results of Classification Algorithms

The performance evaluation criteria for each model are calculated on randomly se-
lected PVs among a list of PVs of the countries. The averages of the classification perfor-
mance results and their 95% confidence intervals based on PVs were calculated to determine
the best classification algorithm. The results are displayed in Table 5.

According to Table 5, the accuracy values of the classification performance of the three
different algorithms are close. However, the SVM algorithm has the best mean accuracy of
73% compared to other classifiers. Table 5 also shows the precision, recall and F1-scores
of the three classifiers we used. Considering these criteria, the SVM model still performs
better than the LR and RF classification models.

According to Table 5, the most successful algorithms in classifying success in math-
ematics in PISA 2018 by country are the LR classifier for Indonesia, Japan, Korea; the RF
classifier for Macao, Singapore, Thailand; and the SVM classifier for Brunei, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Philippines, China and Taipei.

The hyper-parameter optimization of the classification models was performed using
the grid search method. After the best parameters for each algorithm were determined,
the PFI was applied to the model built using these best parameters. Then the importance
values of the features were calculated, and the most explanatory features were determined.
The features with high importance are shown in Table 6, starting with the highest.
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Table 5. Average results of classification performance measures based on PVs.

Logistic Regression Random Forest SVM

Country Accuracy
(95% CI) PrecisionRecall F-

Score
Accuracy
(95% CI) PrecisionRecall F-

Score
Accuracy
(95% CI) PrecisionRecall F-

Score

BRN 0.757
[0.72, 0.79] 0.747 0.778 0.762 0.741

[0.71, 0.77] 0.742 0.737 0.739 0.768
[0.76, 0.78] 0.766 0.776 0.770

HKG 0.659
[0.63, 0.69] 0.648 0.697 0.671 0.661

[0.61, 0.72] 0.650 0.696 0.672 0.663
[0.64, 0.69] 0.660 0.676 0.667

IDN 0.764
[0.74, 0.79] 0.768 0.757 0.762 0.751

[0.74, 0.77] 0.744 0.765 0.754 0.758
[0.72, 0.8] 0.744 0.788 0.765

JPN 0.704
[0.68, 0.73] 0.71 0.696 0.701 0.7

[0.67, 0.73] 0.710 0.675 0.692 0.679
[0.66, 0.7] 0.677 0.685 0.681

KOR 0.683
[0.64, 0.73] 0.677 0.701 0.689 0.671

[0.63, 0.71] 0.671 0.676 0.673 0.659
[0.64, 0.68] 0.658 0.667 0.662

MAC 0.633
[0.61, 0.66] 0.636 0.633 0.633 0.651

[0.62, 0.68] 0.668 0.605 0.634 0.639
[0.56, 0.72] 0.639 0.644 0.641

MYS 0.697
[0.67, 0.73] 0.691 0.713 0.702 0.7

[0.67, 0.72] 0.721 0.649 0.683 0.712
[0.67, 0.75] 0.721 0.700 0.71

PHL 0.774
[0.73, 0.82] 0.784 0.763 0.770 0.788

[0.74, 0.84] 0.796 0.781 0.787 0.824
[0.77, 0.88] 0.802 0.863 0.831

QCI 0.740
[0.7, 0.78] 0.743 0.737 0.738 0.741

[0.72, 0.76] 0.763 0.701 0.730 0.753
[0.72, 0.79] 0.756 0.749 0.752

SGP 0.734
[0.69, 0.78] 0.757 0.696 0.724 0.75

[0.68, 0.81] 0.769 0.714 0.74 0.733
[0.69, 0.78] 0.736 0.735 0.735

THA 0.790
[0.75, 0.83] 0.815 0.755 0.783 0.796

[0.79, 0.8] 0.811 0.775 0.792 0.787
[0.76, 0.82] 0.803 0.762 0.782

TAP 0.684
[0.65, 0.72] 0.683 0.688 0.685 0.685

[0.65, 0.72] 0.684 0.690 0.686 0.705
[0.68, 0.73] 0.698 0.724 0.711

Mean of Performance Measures (95% CI)

0.718
[0.69, 0.75]

0.722
[0.69,
0.76]

0.718
[0.69,
0.74]

0.718
[0.69,
0.75]

0.717
[0.69, 0.75]

0.73
[0.69,
0.76]

0.705
[0.67,
0.74]

0.715
[0.68,
0.75]

0.73
[0.69, 0.76]

0.722
[0.69,
0.76]

0.731
[0.69,
0.77]

0.726
[0.69,
0.76]

Table 6. High-importance features of countries according to three classification algorithms.

Country LR Algorithm RF Algorithm SVM

BRN

PerWeek_Science, TV, Smartphones,
FatherHighestSchooling, ISCED0,
FISCED, HISCED,
Support_Difficulties,
Support_Achievements

PerWeek_Science, ISCED0,
Smartphones, TV,
PerWeek_TLanguage, Computers,
PerWeek_Math, Age,
PerWeek_FLanguage,
Technical_Books,
Support_Achievements

PerWeek_Science, ISCED0,
Computers,
Support_Achievements, TV,
FISCED, FatherHighestSchooling,
Books, Support_Difficulties,
MISCED, Smartphones,
MotherHighestSchooling

HKG

Books, E-Book, PerWeek_Science,
Smartphones, FISCED, Tablet, Cars,
Musical_instruments, Art_Books,
FatherHighestSchooling

PerWeek_Science, Books, Art_Books
PerWeek_FLanguage, Age, ISCED0,
PerWeek_TLanguage, Smartphones,
PerWeek_Math,
InYourHome_ArtWorks,

Books, PerWeek_Science, E-Book,
Musical_instruments,
MotherHighestSchooling, FISCED,
Cars, Tablet,
FatherHighestSchooling

IDN

MISCED, MotherHighestSchooling,
PerWeek_Science, Computers,
Tablet, PerWeek_Math,
Musical_instruments,
Support_Achievements,
Smartphones,
FatherHighestSchooling,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Bath

Computers, PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_Math, PerWeek_FLanguage,
ISCED0, PerWeek_TLanguage, Age,
InYourHome_Internet,
FatherHighestSchooling,
Smartphones

PerWeek_Science, MISCED,
MotherHighestSchooling,
Computers, Tablet, ISCED0, Bath,
Support_Achievements,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Smartphones,
Encourage
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Table 6. Cont.

Country LR Algorithm RF Algorithm SVM

JPN

PerWeek_FLanguage, MISCED,
HISCED, Encourage,
MotherHighestSchooling,
MotherQualification, E-Book,
Books, Classic_literature,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
FatherQualification, PerWeek_Math

PerWeek_FLanguage, PerWeek_Math,
Classic_literature, Age, E-Book,
ISCED0, PerWeek_Science, HISCED,
Technical_Books,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
Musical_instruments, TV

PerWeek_FLanguage, E-Book,
FISCED, Support_Achievements,
MISCED, PerWeek_TLanguage,
Books, HISCED, Classic_literature,
MotherHighestSchooling,
Encourage, PerWeek_Math

KOR

Support_Achievements, FISCED,
Books, MISCED,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Bath,
MotherQualification,
PerWeek_Science, E-Book,
Support_Difficulties, Art_Books,
MotherHighestSchooling,
Smartphones

PerWeek_FLanguage, Age,
Musical_instruments,
PerWeek_Science, Classic_literature,
Books, ISCED0,
Support_Achievements,
Smartphones, PerWeek_TLanguage,
PerWeek_Math, Bath

FISCED, Support_Achievements,
MotherQualification, E-Book,
MISCED, Books,
PerWeek_FLanguage,
PerWeek_Science, Smartphones,
Encourage

MAC

PerWeek_Science, E-Book, ISCED0,
PerWeek_Math, MISCED, FISCED,
Books, Smartphones, TV, Bath,
HISCED, Computers, Tablet

PerWeek_Science, PerWeek_Math,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Age, ISCED0,
Classic_literature,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
Technical_Books,
MotherHighestSchooling, Books,
FatherHighestSchooling

PerWeek_Science, PerWeek_Math,
Books, HISCED, Bath,
FatherHighestSchooling, Age,
E-Book, InYourHome_ArtWorks,
TV, MotherQualification,
Classic_literature

MYS

PerWeek_Science, FISCED,
MISCED, PerWeek_TLanguage,
HISCED, Support_Achievements,
Smartphones, Computers,
PerWeek_FLanguage,
FatherQualification,
Classic_literature

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Smartphones,
PerWeek_Math, Computers,
PerWeek_TLanguage, Age,
MotherHighestSchooling, ISCED0,
Support_Achievements, Books

PerWeek_Science, FISCED,
MISCED, Smartphones,
PerWeek_FLanguage,
FatherQualification, Bath, Tablet,
Support_Difficulties,
Support_Achievements,
Computers, MotherQualification

PHL

Books, Smartphones,
Musical_instruments,
MotherHighestSchooling, HISCED,
Bath, Classic_literature,
Support_Achievements, Encourage,
MotherQualification, FISCED

Musical_instruments, Smartphones,
Books, ISCED0, Computers, HISCED,
Age, PerWeek_FLanguage,
InYourHome_Internet, Bath, MISCED

Computers, Tablet, TV,
Musical_instruments,
Classic_literature,
MotherHighestSchooling, Cars,
Support_Difficulties, Encourage,
InYourHome_OwnRoom, Books,
InYourHome_Desk,
FatherHighestSchooling

QCI

PerWeek_Science,
FatherQualification, FISCED,
Support_Achievements, Books,
Smartphones,
MotherHighestSchooling, Tablet,
ISCED0, MISCED,
PerWeek_TLanguage

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_TLanguage, ISCED0, Age,
PerWeek_FLanguage, PerWeek_Math,
MotherHighestSchooling, Books,
FatherHighestSchooling,
Smartphones,
Support_Achievements, TV

PerWeek_Science, Books, FISCED,
MISCED, MotherHighestSchooling,
FatherQualification, ISCED0,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
Support_Achievements, Tablet

SGP

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
FatherQualification, FISCED,
HISCED, Encourage,
Support_Achievements, Books,
MISCED, FatherHighestSchooling,
MotherHighestSchooling, TV

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Books, ISCED0,
PerWeek_Math, Age,
FatherQualification, Art_Books,
Musical_instruments, Computers

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_TLanguage, Books,
FatherQualification, HISCED,
FISCED, MotherHighestSchooling,
Art_Books, Encourage, Cars,
MISCED
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Table 6. Cont.

Country LR Algorithm RF Algorithm SVM

THA

PerWeek_Science
Support_Achievements,
PerWeek_FLanguage, Encourage,
Books, PerWeek_TLanguage,
Musical_instruments,
PerWeek_Math,
FatherHighestSchooling, MISCED,
FISCED, Computers, E-Book

PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_FLanguage, PerWeek_Math,
HISCED, Age, PerWeek_TLanguage,
Computers, MISCED, ISCED0, Books,
Smartphones, Support_Achievements

PerWeek_Science,
Support_Achievements,
PerWeek_FLanguage,
PerWeek_TLanguage, FISCED,
PerWeek_Math, MISCED,
MotherHighestSchooling,
Encourage, Books, Computers,
E-Book

TAP

Support_Achievements, Books,
FatherHighestSchooling,
Smartphones, FISCED,
MotherHighestSchooling,
PerWeek_Science, PerWeek_Math,
Encourage

Books, PerWeek_Math,
PerWeek_Science,
PerWeek_FLanguage,
Musical_instruments, Age, ISCED0,
MotherHighestSchooling,
Support_Achievements,
PerWeek_TLanguage,
FatherHighestSchooling,
Classic_literature

Support_Achievements, Books,
MotherHighestSchooling,
PerWeek_Science,
FatherHighestSchooling, FISCED,
PerWeek_Math, Encourage,
HISCED, Age, ISCED0,
Smartphones

Table 6 shows the socio-economic and demographic features of each country with
high importance that affect the mathematics achievement of students in PISA 2018. The
important features determined by three different models were associated with the math-
ematics achievement of the countries. We conclude that “PerWeekScience”, “ISCED0”,
“Books”, “Age”, “PerWeek_FLanguage” features are the common important features that
determine the mathematics achievement of students in PISA 2018 in all countries. We also
observe that “FISCED”, “MISCED”, “Smartphone” and “PerWeek_TLanguage” are the
most important features common to all countries, except Indonesia, Singapore, and Japan,
the Philippines.

After creating the classification models with all selected features, another set of models
was made only using the most important features as discussed in Section 4. The accuracy
values representing the model performance results on all features and on only the most
important features are shown in Table 7.

Accuracy values of all classification models only on the most important features
vary between about 67% and 72%. While the RF algorithm showed the most successful
classification performance with an accuracy value of about 72%, the LR algorithm had
an accuracy of 70%, and the SVM had 68%. We did not observe a statistically significant
difference between the accuracy values of all three models built on the most important
features versus on all the features. Nevertheless, the SVM and LR models seem to be
sensitive to removing features (dropping their accuracy from 73% to 68% and 72% to 69%,
respectively), while the RF model did not suffer any performance losses.

5.2. Results of the Clustering Algorithms

The importance values of the features representing the socio-economic and demo-
graphic characteristics of students in 12 Asia-Pacific countries in the PISA data set were
calculated by using the PFI method as described in Section 4. We then used the hierarchical
clustering method to create clusters using these importance values of 131 features obtained
for each country.

In addition to the feature importance data, we used the data set containing socio-
economic features in our analysis to create a separate clustering analysis to group the
countries in terms of their socio-economic development levels.

The findings of the clustering analysis results applied to two different data sets were
visualized separately using dendrograms. The resulting dendrograms are visualized with
a tanglegram in Figure 2 by aligning the labels from both dendrograms.
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Table 7. Comparison of the performance of models created using all features and models created
using high-importance features.

LR Algorithm RF Algorithm SVM Algorithm

All F. Imp. F. All F. Imp. F. All F. Imp. F.

BRN 0.757 0.738 0.741 0.738 0.768 0.712

HKG 0.659 0.638 0.661 0.654 0.663 0.629

IDN 0.764 0.748 0.751 0.751 0.758 0.706

JPN 0.704 0.68 0.67 0.700 0.679 0.64

KOR 0.683 0.646 0.671 0.669 0.659 0.611

MAC 0.633 0.615 0.651 0.645 0.639 0.609

MYS 0.697 0.677 0.699 0.694 0.712 0.656

PHL 0.774 0.682 0.788 0.744 0.824 0.679

QCI 0.740 0.728 0.741 0.751 0.753 0.738

SGP 0.734 0.726 0.749 0.757 0.733 0.692

THA 0.790 0.771 0.796 0.797 0.787 0.773

TAP 0.684 0.663 0.685 0.685 0.705 0.681

Mean of Accuracies (95% CI)

0.718
[0.69, 0.75]

0.693
[0.66, 0.72]

0.717
[0.69, 0.75]

0.715
[0.69, 0.75]

0.73
[0.69, 0.76]

0.677
[0.64, 0.71] 1

1 Using all features = All F., Using high-importance features = Imp. F.
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Figure 2. Tanglegram of the dendrograms of the PISA data set (left) and socio-economic data
set (right).

When we examine the dendrograms, we observe four clusters. In terms of indicators
related to variables affecting mathematics achievement, Korea, Japan, and Taipei are in the
first cluster; Hong Kong, Macao, and Singapore are in the second cluster; Thailand, Brunei,
China, Indonesia, and Malaysia are in the third cluster; and Philippines, by itself, is in the
fourth cluster.

On the socio-economic data set, we observe three clusters. The first cluster includes
Korea, Japan, Taipei, Hong Kong, and Brunei; the second cluster includes Thailand,
China, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysia; and the third cluster includes Singa-
pore and Malaysia.
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According to the Tanglegram representation, using the match between the labels
placed on the branches, it was observed that countries Korea, Japan and Taipei are clustered
in the same way, based on data related to both education and socio-economic status.
While Thailand, China, Indonesia, and Malaysia were clustered together according to
both assessments, Philippines formed a separate cluster from other countries according to
education-related data but was included in this cluster when evaluated according to its
socio-economic level. Singapore and Macao were separated from other groups especially
in terms of their socio-economic level but clustered together according to both assessments.
Although Hong Kong and Brunei are in different clusters according to education-related
evaluations, they cluster together when evaluated according to socio-economic levels.

6. Discussion

In this research, the PISA 2018 mathematics achievement performance results of
12 Asia-Pacific OECD countries were classified using educational data mining techniques,
and important factors affecting students’ mathematics achievement were determined.
Based on the similarities and differences of the determined effective factors, the countries
were clustered, and the results were compared with the average of the OECD countries in
their mathematics achievement. A similar clustering analysis was applied to a secondary
data set consisting of variables representing the socio-economic levels of these countries.
By looking at the clusters we obtained from the two clustering analyses, the relationship
between the educational and socio-economic levels of the countries was interpreted.

We created two sets of models to classify student achievement in mathematics: one set
on the full data set while the other on the important features only. When features with high
importance were used instead of all the features, we observed that there was no change in
the accuracy values of the RF model, and there was a 2% decrease in the accuracy value of
the LR model and a 6% decrease in the SVM model. Therefore, we can conclude that the
determined features with high importance directly affect the classification performance,
but the effects of the rest of the features with relatively lower importance still show an
observable effect on student achievement in mathematics.

The LR models were found to be the best performing models in determining the
academic performance of students in [92]. The EDM literature suggests that RF performs
well in classification problems in data sets containing both categorical and numerical
features [10,93]. These models are widely used in many data mining applications because
of their ease of applicability and classification performance. In this study, we used LR,
RF and SVM models to classify student achievement in mathematics. In performance
comparisons of the classification algorithms using our data sets, we observed that RF
and SVM were the best algorithms for the most part. The SVM algorithm showed the
highest performance with 73% accuracy comparable to the LR and RF models, showing
approximately 72% accuracy. The classification accuracy values obtained in this study are
comparable to other educational studies in the literature on international assessments, such
as PISA and TIMMS [25,94].

We used the PFI method to determine the features with high importance that affect
student achievement in mathematics. The common features that have a high effect on
mathematics achievement in the 12 Asia-Pacific countries we investigated are number of
class periods per week in science (“PerWeekScience”), the age of starting kindergarten
(“ISCED0”), number of books in the house (“Books”), age, and number of class periods per
week in foreign language (“PerWeek_FLanguage”). On the other hand, fathers‘ education
(“FISCED”), number of smartphones in the house (“Smartphone”), number of class periods
per week in test language (“PerWeek_Tlanguage) and the mothers’ education (“MISCED”)
are features with high importance common to every country, except for Indonesia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Japan. The results we obtained are consistent with the existing
literature. Previous studies found that the number of class hours in schools have an effect on
student performance. For example, [95,96] investigated the effect of changing course hours
in schools on student performance and showed that student performance could indeed
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be improved by increasing teaching time. Our machine learning models indicate that the
variables “PerWeek_FLanguage” and “PerWeekScience” are among the high-importance
variables, consistent with the cited literature.

The results we obtained are again consistent with [97], where a clustering analysis
revealed the “ISCED0” as an important feature in estimating the mathematics achievement
of these schools. In a similar example, [98] stated that students enrolled in kindergarten
performed better in mathematics exams than those who did not attend kindergarten. We
were also able to show that the age of starting kindergarten had a positive effect on the
academic achievement of students.

In a similar vein, [99] revealed that educational resources at home had a positive effect
on success, and [100] concluded that the educational along with cultural resources at home
had a significant positive effect on the mathematics achievement scores of the students.

In these studies, the available technological devices, the number of books and physical
conditions at home are included under the title of educational resources at home [25,99,101].
In our study, we found that only the “Books” feature among this group had statistically high
importance for all Asia-Pacific countries. Accordingly, we can conclude that the effect of
the “Books” variable on mathematics achievement is higher than that of other educational
resources at home for all countries.

Next, we constructed hierarchical clustering models by using features explaining
educational and socio-economic levels. We observed that the countries Korea, Japan
and Taipei are similar in their educational achievements and in their socio-economic
levels. Similarly, Thailand, China, Indonesia and Malaysia are also grouped together. The
clustering analysis based on the educational data, indicates that the Philippines stays
separately from all countries, but is grouped together with Thailand, China, Indonesia
and Malaysia if we use a clustering analysis using socio-economic data. According to the
results we obtained, we can conclude that there is a relationship between the educational
and socio-economic levels of the countries. More detailed inferences can be made about
these clusters by looking at the similarities and differences of the important features that
affect the student achievements in mathematics in different countries. The methodology we
developed in this study can be used to investigate similar questions for different countries
and for different large-scale student assessments.

7. Conclusions

In this research, we studied the data set containing the PISA 2018 mathematics scores
and student questionnaires from the 12 Asia-Pacific countries in the OECD along with
the data on their socio-economic levels. The PISA data set contains many features on
the demographic characteristics of the students, their physical conditions at home, and
10 different plausible values for their mathematics achievement. In order to classify the
mathematics achievements of students, we built machine learning models using LR, RF
and SVM algorithms, and then we determined which socio-economic and demographic
features had a quantifiable impact on student achievement in mathematics. We expect
the resulting insights to contribute to the EDM literature and educational policy making.
We applied two different clustering analyses by using separate data sets on educational
attainment and socio-economic levels and observed that there is a relationship between the
educational attainment and the socio-economic levels as a result.

Future studies can be conducted on a larger scale by including the results of the science
literacy and reading proficiency of the PISA survey. The EDM methods that we developed
in this study can also be applied to other national/international surveys.
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